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Key points:










Operating group’s contribution1 in 1Q13 ahead of subdued 1Q12 but down on
4Q12
Annuity style businesses broadly flat on 1Q12
Capital markets businesses continue to be impacted by weak market conditions,
but up on subdued 1Q12 due to stronger performance by FICC
Operating expenses down approx 10% on 1Q12
Harmonised Basel III Group capital of $A12.4 billion, $A3.5 billion in excess of
minimum regulatory capital requirement
Macquarie Bank Limited core equity tier 1 ratio of 11.7% as at 30 June 2012
Funded balance sheet remains strong
Buyback progressing well with approximately $A120 million of Macquarie Group
Limited shares bought back since commencement
Continue to expect improved result for FY13 on FY12 provided market
conditions for FY13 are not worse than FY12

SYDNEY, 25 July 2012 – Macquarie Group (ASX: MQG; ADR: MQBKY) Managing Director
and Chief Executive Officer, Nicholas Moore, said today that the operating group’s contribution
for the first quarter of the 2013 financial year (1Q13) was ahead of a subdued first quarter of
the 2012 financial year (1Q12).

Speaking ahead of Macquarie’s 2012 annual general meeting, Mr Moore said: “The 1Q13
contributions from Macquarie’s annuity-style businesses were broadly flat on 1Q12. While
capital markets businesses continue to be impacted by weak market conditions, when
compared with the subdued prior corresponding period, the contributions from these
businesses for 1Q13 were up on 1Q12 due to a stronger performance by Fixed Income,
Currencies and Commodities (FICC).
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All references to ‘contribution’ represent management accounting profit before unallocated costs,
profit share and income tax
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Operating expenses were down approximately 10 per cent on 1Q12 and while there were no
significant one-off items during the quarter, high levels of cash continued to impact the
Group’s current earnings.

Macquarie remains very well capitalised with Harmonised Basel III Group capital of $A12.4
billion at 30 June 2012, a $A3.5 billion surplus in excess of Macquarie’s minimum regulatory
capital requirements. This surplus remains unchanged from 31 March 2012. The Group’s
buyback is progressing well, with approximately $A120 million of Macquarie Group shares
bought back since commencing the program.

The core equity Tier-1 capital ratio for Macquarie Bank was 11.7 per cent at 30 June 2012,
from 12.2 per cent at 31 March 2012, following the payment of a dividend from Macquarie
Bank to Macquarie Group. This continues to compare favourably to the current estimated
global average of 7.1 per cent reported by the Bank of International Settlements in a survey of
103 global banks.

First quarter business highlights
In commenting on the Group’s start to the 2013 financial year (FY13), Mr Moore noted the
following highlights:
•

Macquarie Funds Group had A$323 billion in assets under management at 30 June
2012, this being broadly flat on 31 March 2012. The group announced key investments
in the US, Russia, China and Germany. It continued the build-out of its global
distribution platform, particularly in Asia and the US. During the quarter, the group was
ranked first in Infrastructure Investor magazine’s list of top infrastructure investors for
the third consecutive year.

•

Corporate and Asset Finance’s asset and loan portfolio was $A20.6 billion at 30 June
2012, unchanged from 31 March 2012. The group completed selective sales of
aviation assets at attractive values, and experienced ongoing growth in its motor
vehicle and equipment finance programs. It also saw the continued addition of
portfolios in corporate and real estate lending across both new primary financings and
secondary market acquisitions.

•

Banking and Financial Services’ retail cash deposits exceeded $A30 billion at 30 June,
while Macquarie Private Wealth remained the number one ranked full-service retail
stockbroker in Australia. In Canada, Macquarie Private Wealth was ranked the
number one National Independent Canadian Advisory Firm for the second consecutive
year and was ranked number two of all independent advisory firms.
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Fixed Income, Currencies and Commodities established a business offering
commodity index products to institutional clients globally and increased coverage of
Latin American commodity products. The group maintained its ranking as the number
four US physical gas marketer in North America. While market conditions improved
during the quarter compared to 1Q12, uncertainty remained, particularly in Europe.

•

Macquarie Securities Group continued to experience challenging market conditions
stemming from weak investor confidence due to European sovereign debt concerns,
slowing US growth and the impact of China growth concerns. Consequently market
volumes were down on the prior period and well down on 1Q12. Global ECM markets
remained very subdued. If current market conditions persist for the remainder of FY13,
Macquarie Securities is unlikely to be profitable for FY13. Notwithstanding weak
markets MSG continues to be well regarded by its clients, being ranked number one in
US and UK / European client surveys for Australian equities. It was also the top
ranked non-domestic Canadian equities platform, and was number one by market
share for warrants in Singapore and ADRs in Indonesia.

•

Macquarie Capital completed 99 deals valued at $A19 billion, which in value terms
was down 23 per cent on 1Q12. The group was ranked number two for M&A in ANZ.
The group won a number of awards during the quarter for transactions including
Cumulus Media’s acquisition of Citadel Broadcasting, New Royal Adelaide Hospital
and Muharraq STP.

Outlook
Mr Moore said: “Consistent with our statement at the 2012 full-year (FY12) result
announcement on 27 April 2012, we continue to expect an improved result for the 2013
financial year (FY13) on FY12 provided market conditions for FY13 are not worse than FY12.”

Mr Moore noted: “The FY13 result also remains subject to a range of other challenges
including the cost of our continued conservative approach to funding and capital, regulation,
including the potential for regulatory changes, increased competition in some markets, and the
overall cost of funding.”
Medium term
Mr Moore said: “Over the medium term, Macquarie remains well positioned to deliver superior
performance. The Group has deep expertise in major markets and we continue to build on our
strength in diversity and adapt our portfolio mix to changing market conditions. We are seeing
the ongoing benefits of continued cost initiatives, our balance sheet is strong and conservative,
and we have a proven risk management framework and culture.”
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Highlights from the address of Chairman, Kevin McCann
In providing an overview of FY12, Macquarie Group Chairman, Kevin McCann, said that a
series of global issues severely impacted market conditions in the first half. These included: the
US debt ceiling crisis between May and July; the US government credit rating downgrade in
August; the European debt crisis; and concerns over slowing growth in China. While market
activity remained somewhat subdued in the second half, there was some improvement in
market sentiment, particularly after the European Central Bank’s announcement of longer-term
refinancing operations in August.

Mr McCann said: “As we indicated at our full year results, the year to 31 March 2012 saw
substantially lower levels of client activity in many of our capital markets facing businesses
caused by global economic uncertainty.

“This was partly offset by the ongoing growth of our annuity style businesses. These
businesses, particularly Macquarie Funds Group and Corporate and Asset Finance Group,
continued to deliver strong results reflecting the investment that has been made in these
businesses over many years, as well as the benefits of recent acquisitions.

“The Australian banking system has remained extremely robust under the regulatory oversight
of the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, with little evidence of the issues impacting
many banks in other jurisdictions. Macquarie’s own risk management framework is a key factor
in the Group’s unbroken record of profitability, a framework that has remained largely
consistent for more than 30 years, serving the Group well through a range of market cycles.
Macquarie remains extremely well capitalised with a strong and conservative balance sheet.”

Mr McCann also noted the activities of Macquarie’s staff and the Macquarie Group Foundation
across the various communities in which it operates.

“The Macquarie Foundation was recognised by Philanthropy Australia as Australia’s leading
corporate donor. During the year, the Foundation and Macquarie staff contributed $A21.3
million to more than 1,300 community organisations around the world. The Foundation
contributed $A12.5 million, while staff sought matching contributions from the Foundation to
$A8.8 million.”
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The Macquarie Group Foundation 2012 Annual Review is now available at
http://mgf.republicast.com/ar2012/. The Review provides an update on the contribution
Macquarie staff members are making in their communities around the world through pro bono
service, volunteering and fundraising. Hard copies will be available to shareholders attending
our AGM.
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